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DECIDABILITY OF RELATION ALGEBRAS
WITH WEAKENED ASSOCIATIVITY

I. NÉMETI

ABSTRACT. Tarski showed that mathematics can be built up in the equa-

tional theory EqRA of relation algebras (RA's), hence EqRA is undecidable.

He raised the problem "how much associativity of relation composition is

needed for this result." Maddux defined the classes NA 3 WA "J SA D RA by

gradually weakening the associativity of relation composition, and he proved

that the equational theory of SA is still undecidable. We showed, elsewhere,

that mathematics can be built up in SA, too. In the present paper we prove

that the equational theories of WA and NA are already decidable. Hence

mathematics cannot be built up in WA or NA. This solves a problem in the

book by Tarski and Givant.

Tarski proved that the equational theory of relation algebras (RA's) is undecid-

able. Let RA denote the class of all RA's. Consider the following weakenings of

associativity (1):

(1) (x;y);z = x;(y;z) (RA),

(2) (x;l);l = x;(l;l) (SA),

(3) ((x-i');i);i = (^-i');(i;i)     (WA),

(4) "nothing" (NA).

If we replace (1) in the definition of RA's with (2) or (3) then we obtain the

definition of the class SA or WA of semiassociative or of weakly associative RA's

respectively. If we omit (1) completely then we obtain the class NA of nonassociative

RA's. These classes were defined and investigated by R. Maddux (e.g. [M78, M82,

M80]). Clearly, RA C SA C WA C NA. Maddux [M78, M80] proved that the
equational theory of SA is still undecidable. In the present note we prove that the

equational theories of WA and NA are already decidable.

EqK denotes the equational theory of K. In Tarski-Givant [TG] it is shown

that the set theory can be built up in EqRA, hence mathematics could be based

on EqRA. In [N85] it is shown that the same can be done in EqSA. The theorem

in the present note implies that the same cannoi be done in EqWA or EqNA. The

problem solved in this paper was communicated to us by Roger Maddux. In the

1974 version of [TG] the problem which is at the beginning of §3.10 was formulated

about a logic £,ax equivalent to EqNA. The problem asked if set theory can be

formalized (somehow) in Lox or not. By Theorem 1 below, EqNA is decidable and

therefore, by Gödel's incompleteness theorem, set theory cannot be formalized in
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it. (In the new version of [TG], EqNA was replaced by EqSA because Maddux's

result NA ^ SA suggested more hope of positive answer for SA. And indeed, a

positive answer for EqSA is now available in [N85].)

Hence it seems that weakening associativity in the definition of RA's to semi-

associativity (2) does not weaken the "power" of RA too much, while weakening

associativity further to (3) weakens the power of RA radically. We note that many

equations valid in RA are valid also in NA (see [M82] or [M78]) and that there is

an interesting representation theorem for WA, see [M82].

The problem of weakening associativity of relation composition was raised by

Tarski. For an account of the origin and context of this problem see [TG]. The

weakenings (2)-(3) above do have intuitive meanings: Roughly speaking, (2) is that

part of associativity (1) which can be proved with 3 variables—this is made precise

in several ways and is proved in [M83] and/or in [M78]. About (3): An RA

is representable iff it is isomorphic to the (natural) algebra of some subrelations

of an equivalence relation. It is proved in [M82] that an algebra is a WA iff it

is isomorphic to the algebra of some subrelations of a symmetric and reflexive

relation. I.e., transitivity is omitted. (In an algebra of subrelations of a relation R,

composition of two elements is understood relative to R, i.e. the usual composition

should be intersected with R. It can easily be seen that a symmetric and reflexive

relation is transitive iff the algebra of all its subrelations is associative.)

THEOREM  1.     (i) The equational theories EqWA and EqNA of WA and NA
are decidable. Moreover, the universal theories of WA and NA are decidable, too.

(ii) Both WA and NA are generated (as varieties) by their finite members.

To prove Theorem 1, we will prove the following lemma.

LEMMA 1.1. For every 21 G NA and every finite X Ç A there is a 55 G NA

satisfying (a)-(d) below.

(a) |B|<22" wheren = 3-22*lx,+\

(b) X Ç B Ç A and the composition ( ; )-free reduct o/33 is a subalgebra ofthat

o/a.
(c) If x,y,z G B and x;y = z in 21 then x;y = z m 2$, too.

(d) If 21 G WA then 93 G WA, too.

The formulation of Lemma 1.1 is deliberately analogous to that of Henkin's result

[HMT71, 2.5.4] to emphasize the potential analogous applications. It is not diffi-

cult to see that Lemma 1.1 implies Theorem l(i), (ii), cf. e.g. the proof of [HMT85,

4.2.7] or that of [HMT85, 4.2.9]. We note that the bound in Lemma 1.1(a) can be

reduced to just 4| A| + 2 by using a slightly different construction.

PROOF OF LEMMA 1.1. For any Y Ç A let Bg Y denote the set Boolean-

generated by Y in 21. Define

X' = IU{1'},

y = A'u{xu:xeA'},    Yi=BgY,

Y2 ±YiU {y;l,l;y : y GYi,y < 1'},

B = BgY2.

Then \B\ < 22", where n = 3 • 22* W+\ Clearly X Ç B Ç A.
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Claim 1. (i) bu G B for every b G B.

(ii) If 21 G WA then z;l,l;zGB for every zGB,z<l'.

PROOF, (i): (i) is clearly true for Y (in place of B), since x = xuu by [M82,

1.13(8)]. Then (i) is true for Yi since (-x)u = -(xu), (x + y)u = xu + yu,

(x ■ y)u = xu • yu, lu = 1, 0U = 0 by [M82, 1.13 (10, 6, 11, 9, 7)]. Let y G Yx%

y < 1'. Then (y; l)u = l;y and (l;y)u = y; 1 by [M82, 1.13(13, 16, 9)]. Hence (i)

is true for Y2. Then (i) is true for B, as before, by [M82]. (i) has been proved, (ii):

The algebra of some subrelations of a symmetric and reflexive relation is called a

relativized representable RA; the class of all such algebras is denoted by SR1RRA.

Assume that 21 G WA. Then 21 G SR1RRA by [M82, Theorem 5.20(2)]. Hence all
equations that hold in SR1RRA hold in 21 too. Let z G B = BgY2, z < 1'. Then z

can be obtained from I3 = {y ■ 1': y G Y2} by +, -, (1'—) since relativization with

1' is a Boolean homomorphism. Let D = {z G B: z < 1' and z; 1,1; z G B}. It is

enough therefore to show that F3CÖ and that {l' — z,z + w,z-w} Ç D if z, w € D.

First we show that Y3 Ç Y%. This will imply that Y3 C D. Let y G Y2. If y G Yx
then y-1' gYi since 1' gYi = Bg Yi. Assume that y is z; 1 for some z G Y\, z < 1'.

Then y-l' = (z;l)-l' = z since the equation ((z ■ l');l) ■ 1' — z ■ 1' is easily seen to

hold in SR1RRA. (See also the note after the end of this proof.) Hence y G Y\ by

1' G Yi — Bg Yi. The case y = 1; z for some z GYi, z < l',is completely analogous,

hence we omit it. This proves Y$ Ç Yj, as desired. Then Y3 Ç D. Assume now

z,w GD. Then(z + t<;);l = z;l+u>;l, (z-w);l = (z;l)-(w;l), (l'-z);l = -(z; 1),

and similarly for 1; (z + w), 1; (z ■ w), 1; (1' — z), since these equations are easily

seen to hold in SR1RRA (for z,w < 1'). Therefore z + w,z-w,l'- z G D. Q.E.D.

(Claim 1)
We note that the four equations of WA used in the above proof were

(a)(z-l');l-l' = z-l',

(b) (z + w);l = z;l + w;l,

(c)(z-w-l');l = (z-l');l-(wl');l,

(d)(l'.-z);l = -((z.l');l).
Of these, the first two are valid also in NA, while the second two fail in the NA

given in [M82, 3.6]. (b) is stated as [M82, 1.13(1)] and (a) easily follows from

[M82, 1.13(4), 1.4(l)(c), and 1.13(16)] used in this order.
Since B is Boolean closed and finite, B is atomic. Let At denote the set of atoms

of (B, +, -, —, 0,1). Then every element of B is a finite sum of elements of At. Now

we define an algebra similar to NA's on B.

<8Í(B,+,-,-,O,l,0,u,l')

where +, -, — ,0,1, l',u are the same operations as in 21 (recall that 1' G A' Ç B)

and

a®b±J2{zGAt: (a;b) • z ¿ 0 (in »)},

for all a, b G B. By Claim l(i), the composition-free reduct of Í8 is a subalgebra of

21. Next we show

(*) lî a,b,c G B and a;b = c then aQb = c.

Indeed, let a,b,c G B. Then c — J2TC for some Tc Ç At. Assume that a;b = c.

Let z G Tc. Then (a;b) ■ z ¿ 0. Let z G At ~ Tc. Then (a;b) ■ z = 0, hence

a©& = X^Tc = cas was desired. (*) has been proved.
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Now (*) implies that statement (c) of the lemma to be proved holds for 93.

Next we prove that 03 G NA. Clearly, (B, +, -, -, 0,1) is a Boolean algebra. Also,

(V6 G B)b® 1' = 1'Qb = b by (*) since 1', b G B and 21 G NA. Let x, y, z G At. Now
(x©y)-z = 0iff (x;y)-z = 0, (xu0z) y = 0 iff (xu;z) -y = 0, and (z©yu)-x = 0

iff (z; yu) ■ x = 0 by the definition of 0. Hence (x © y) ■ z = 0 iff (xu 0 z) • y = 0 iff

(z0yu)-x = Oby2le NA. By additivity of 0 and u then the same holds for all

a,b,c G B. 23 G NA has been proved. Now we check (d). Assume that 21 G WA.

We have to check that (1' • x) 0 1 0 1 = (1' • x) 0 1 holds in B. Let 6 G B, b < 1'.

Then d = b; 1 G B by Claim l(ii). By 21 G WA we have that d; 1 = d, therefore by
(*) we get that d© 1 = d and b0 1 — d, i.e. 6©1©1 = 6©1. Q.E.D. (Lemma
1.1)    Q.E.D. (Theorem 1)

We note that both the T,2- and the n^-theories of WA as well as of NA are

undecidable, moreover their A^-theories are undecidable, too. (Here, by theory

we understand sentences and not formulas.) To see this, assume that the A°-

theory of NA is decidable. Let e2 be an arbitrary equation using the sequence y

of variables and let ei be the equation (u;v);w = u; (v;w); let x = (u,v,w) and

assume that u,v,w do not occur in y. Now, RA 1= e2 iff NA N Vxei —> "iye2.

It can easily be checked that Vxei —► Vye2 is equivalent both to 3xVy(ei —► e2)

and to Vy3x(ei —> e2), hence it is a A^-sentence. Therefore, based on a decision

procedure for the A^-theory of NA, one could decide the equations valid in RA, a

contradiction. The above argument also shows that the set of Sj-formulas valid in

any one of these two classes is undecidable, too.

We note that RA and SA are not generated (as varieties) by their finite members.

The RA-case is proved in Jónsson [J82] as Corollaray 8.3. That proof, the idea

originating with G. Birkhoff, uses the fact that ";" forms a semigroup in RA, hence

the method cannot be adopted to SA or CA3. However, one can use here the

theorem of universal algebra that if a finitely based variety is generated by its finite

members then it has a decidable equational theory; cf. [T79, p. 26]. Now, RA, SA

(and CAa for 3 < a < to) are all finitely based but have undecidable equational

theories (cf. [TG, M78, M80, HMT85]). Hence none of them is generated by

its finite members. We further note that a specific equation e distinguishing the

finite CAa's from all CAQ's (3 < a < w) is given in [N84]. One way of giving

such an equation for SA's is to modify directly this equation e for the SA case. (It

can be done.) Another way is to use the results in [M78] concerning the strong

connections between SA and CA3 (in translating e into an SA equation). We sketch

the second method here. For any class K, let FK = {21 G K: 21 is finite}. The

equation e given in [N84] is

-C(3)(c2X • S°C2X - ¿02) • cf3)CiC2X • C(3) - slc0C2X = 0,

for the case a = 3. (For 3 < a < w one has to make the obvious modifications.)

It is proved in [N84] that FCA.3 \= e while Cs3 >* e. First one observes that this

equation is practically of the form c2r(c2x) = 0 for some CA3-term r. By applying

[M78, Theorem 10(7)] to the free CA3, we obtain that there is an SA-term ç(x)

such that

(*) (VC G CA'3)c2r(c2xf = ç(c2x)*a c.

Let 21 G F SA. By observing the proof of [M78, Theorem 10(19)], we obtain that

there is € G -FCAÍ, such that 21 = DtaC.  Therefore 21 1= f(x) = 0 by (*).  Thus
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F SA h ç(x) = 0.   Also, <L ¥ c2r(c2x) = 0 for some £ G Cs3 Ç CA3, hence

SA ¥ ç(x) = 0 (e.g. by [HMT85, 5.3.12] or by [M78, Theorem 10(7)]).
To put the present results into perspective, we note that for the class CrsQ of

cylindric-relativised set algebras introduced e.g. in [HMT85], EqCrsQ is decidable

(for any ordinal a). It remains decidable if we restrict CrsQ to the models of

Cidij = 1 (i, j G a), but CrsQ RCAQ is undecidable. Thus in the cylindric case "the

cause" of undecidability seems to be that the cylindrifications commute with each

other (while in the RA and SA cases the cause seems to be semiassociativity of the

composition ;).
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